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Background—One variant of postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS), designated low-flow POTS, is associated with decreased peripheral blood flow related to impaired local vascular regulation.

Methods and Results—To investigate the hypothesis that microvascular endothelial dysfunction produces decreased peripheral blood flow in low-flow POTS, we performed experiments using laser-Doppler flowmetry (LDF) combined with iontophoresis in 15 low-flow POTS patients, 17 normal-flow POTS patients, and 13 healthy reference volunteers varying in age from 14 to 22 years. We tested whether α-adrenergic vasoregulation was impaired using iontophoretic delivery of tyramine, phenolamine, and bretylium followed by a norepinephrine dose response. We tested endothelial-dependent and -independent receptor-mediated vasodilation by measuring acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside dose responses. We tested whether nitric oxide–dependent vasodilation was different in these groups by testing the local thermal hyperemic response to saline used as a reference compared with the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor Nω-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME). Adrenergic and receptor-dependent cutaneous vasoregulation was similar for low-flow POTS, normal-flow POTS, and reference subjects. Thermal hyperemia produced distinctly different findings: there was marked attenuation of the nitric oxide–sensitive plateau during prolonged heating, which was insensitive to L-NAME in low-flow POTS subjects. The pattern of thermal hyperemia response in low-flow POTS subjects during saline administration resembled the pattern in reference subjects during L-NAME administration and was minimally affected by L-NAME.

Conclusions—The data suggest that flow-dependent nitric oxide release is reduced in low-flow POTS. This may account for local flow regulation abnormalities. (Circulation. 2005;112:2611-2618.)
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Chronic orthostatic intolerance is often identified with postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS), in which symptoms of orthostatic intolerance are combined with findings of excessive upright tachycardia. Although some POTS patients have normal or even increased resting peripheral blood flow, we have previously described a subset of “low-flow” POTS patients characterized by mild hypovolemia and decreased regional blood flows related to defects in local blood flow regulation notable in the dependent parts of the body and in the cutaneous circulation. There is a characteristic phenotype distinguished by generalized pallor, cool skin, and often marked resting tachycardia (a shocklike appearance). Although patients may correspond to patients with reduced blood volume contributing to orthostatic intolerance described by other investigators, decreased blood volume cannot completely explain observations showing an increase in leg blood flow during orthostatic challenge when both local and reflex-mediated vasoconstriction should further diminish blood flow. In prior work we found data consistent with defective local regulation of blood flow related to the myogenic response, the venoarteriolar reflex, and the ischemic (reactive hyperemic) response in low-flow POTS patients only. Abnormalities were found in the skin as well as the lower extremities.4

Recent evidence suggests that the myogenic response and venoarteriolar reflex are linked and may result from microvascular endothelial cell dysfunction.4–7 In addition, the venoarteriolar reflex seems not to be related to adrenergic mechanisms, as previously believed, but may be particularly important to the cutaneous response to orthostatic stress. For this reason we chose to use the cutaneous circulation to investigate the hypothesis that microvascular endothelial dysfunction decreases peripheral blood flow in patients with low-flow POTS, further ruling out altered sympathetic regulation in these patients.

Methods

Three experimental studies were performed. In the first we examined the effects of adrenergic agonists and antagonists on cutaneous blood flow in low-flow POTS and in normal-flow POTS compared with reference control subjects to demonstrate that vasoconstriction is unrelated to impaired α-adrenergic mechanisms. Next, we determined whether receptor-mediated nitric oxide (NO) release was
impaired in low-flow POTS by comparing the response to acetylcholine, an endothelial-dependent receptor-mediated vasodilator, with the response to sodium nitroprusside, an endothelial-independent vasodilator. Finally, we examined vasodilation produced by localized heating or “thermal hyperemia” in the presence and absence of NO synthase (NOS) blockade.

**Subjects: Patient and Reference Subject Screening**

We screened consecutive patients aged 14 to 22 years referred for symptoms of chronic orthostatic intolerance lasting >3 months to identify those with low-flow POTS and normal-flow POTS. Orthostatic intolerance was defined by the presence of dizziness, fatigue, exercise intolerance, headache, memory problems, nausea, pallaor, and abnormal sweating while upright that improved with recumbence and that had no other medical explanation.

**Diagnosis of POTS by Upright Tilt Table Testing**

The diagnosis of POTS was made in patients during a screening visit. Recordings of supine blood pressure and heart rate were obtained near the end of a 30-minute resting period. Patients were then tilted upright to 70° with the use of an electrically driven tilt table (Cardiosystems 600) with a footboard. POTS was diagnosed by symptoms of orthostatic intolerance associated with an increase in sinus heart rate >30 bpm or to a rate >120 bpm during the first 10 minutes of tilt. During the same visit, POTS patients were partitioned on the basis of supine lower limb (calf) blood flow into patients with decreased blood flow (<1.0 mL/100 mL tissue per minute) and those with normal blood flow (1.0 to 3.9 mL/100 mL tissue per minute). Prior and current studies indicate that 1.0 mL/100 mL tissue per minute was the minimum and 3.9 mL/100 mL tissue per minute was the maximum blood flow that we found in healthy volunteers during experiments. We measured calf blood flow by venous occlusion plethysmography while the patient was supine. In brief, occlusion cuffs were placed around the midthigh 15 cm above a strain gauge attached to a Whitney-type plethysmograph (Hokanson, Inc). We rapidly inflated the cuff to 45 mm Hg to prevent venous egress. Arterial inflow in units of milliliter per 100 mL tissue per minute was estimated as the rate of change of the rapid increase in calf cross-sectional area. For the present study, patients were retained only if they belonged to the normal-flow or low-flow groups.

Using these methods, we recruited 15 low-flow patients (14 girls, 1 boy, aged 14 to 21 years; median age, 17.6 years) and 17 normal-flow patients (11 girls, 6 boys, aged 15 to 22 years; median age, 17.8 years). All patients were white.

Thirteen normal white reference subjects aged 14 to 20 years (10 girls, 3 boys, aged 15 to 20 years; median age, 17.0 years) were also studied after a screening upright tilt demonstrated normal orthostatic response. Reference subjects served as a control group and were recruited from among adolescents referred for innocent heart murmurs. Subjects with a history of syncope or orthostatic intolerance were excluded.

Only subjects found to be free from systemic and heart disease were deemed eligible. No subjects were taking neurally active or vasoactive medications. There were no smokers, trained competitive athletes, or completely bedridden patients. Informed consent was obtained, and the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (institutional review board) of New York Medical College approved all protocols.

**Protocol**

Testing was conducted in a temperature-controlled room after an overnight fast on a day other than the screening day. Experiments began after a 30-minute acclimatization period. All experiments were performed while the subject remained supine, ie, there were no tilt components. Measurements were made in the leg because prior experiments from our laboratory have indicated more significant findings in the calf than in the forearm in POTS.

**Monitoring**

Heart rate was monitored by ECG, and upper and lower extremity blood pressures were measured intermittently by oscillometry on the right arm and right calf.

**Laser-Doppler Flowmetry and Iontophoresis**

We used laser-Doppler flowmeters (LDF) (Perimed) placed on the lateral aspect of the left or right calf to measure cutaneous blood flow. When comparisons were made (eg, between acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside), we placed probes at similar locations of opposite legs. Baseline resting flows and experimental flows were measured in arbitrary perfusion units (perfusion units [pfu]). We used iontophoresis, an established method in which an applied electric field is used to facilitate the cutaneous penetration of drugs, in combination with LDF measurements to deliver vasoactive medications and to measure their effects on cutaneous blood flow. For iontophoretic purposes, LDF probes were positioned on the skin in specialized holders that control local temperature (Perimed). All drugs for iontophoretic delivery were placed in a 1-cm² filter forming part of the iontophoretic drug-delivery electrode, which also contained a single-element laser-Doppler probe at its center. A battery-driven power supply provided a constant current at polarities for drug delivery, as indicated below. A second electrode of opposite polarity was placed at least 15 cm distant from the iontophoretic injection site. A saline “blank” was also tested at a separate site to control for current-mediated vasodilation. Each medication delivered by iontophoresis, with the exception of norepinephrine, was administered at a separate site. Norepinephrine was delivered at the site previously iontophoresed with bretylium tosylate.

Comparisons were made between patients and reference subjects in the supine position. LDF was continuously measured throughout all experiments. Data were sampled at 200 Hz, multiplexed, and interfaced to a personal computer through an analog/digital converter (DI-720, DATAQ Industries) generating binary files and computer displays of simultaneously collected data from all lasers for a given patient.

**Testing for Cutaneous Adrenergic Dysfunction**

We tested the hypothesis that microvascular cutaneous α-adrenergic vasoregulation is impaired in low-flow POTS by using LDF in combination with α-adrenergic agonists and antagonists.

**Tyramine**

We used tyramine to test for a defect of norepinephrine release. This required predilation. Therefore, we preheated the iontophoresis site to achieve maximum vasodilation. Tyramine 1 mmol/L was then delivered at the heated site by iontophoresis at the positive electrode (anode) with a current of 200 μA for 2 minutes (24 millilocoulomb [mC]).

**Phentolamine**

At a site separate from tyramine, we used phentolamine hydrochloride to test the response to α-adrenergic blockade. If excessive sympathetic activation and binding of norepinephrine at the vascular synapses were to occur in low-flow POTS, then increased vasodilation to phentolamine would be expected. To accomplish this, we delivered phentolamine hydrochloride, 0.5 mmol/L, at the negative electrode (cathode) using a current of 100 μA for 20 minutes (120 mC).

**Bretylium and Norepinephrine**

We performed norepinephrine dose-response curves by first pretreating a separate iontophoretic site with bretylium tosylate 10 mmol/L at the anode using a current of 200 μA for 20 minutes (240 mC). This produced release of endogenous norepinephrine stores, which thereafter could not contribute to the α-adrenergic response. This was followed by a 45-minute hiatus to allow for the initial norepinephrine release to subside and to be replaced by bretylium-induced norepinephrine blockade. Bretylium blockade was followed by escalating norepinephrine iontophoresis (dose response) to test for a defect in norepinephrine binding or response. Norepinephrine 1% solution was iontophoresed at the anode in an ascending dose schedule of 20 μA for 2 seconds (0.04 mC), 20 μA for 4 seconds (0.08 mC), 20 μA for 20 seconds (0.4 mC), 40 μA for 20 seconds (0.8 mC), 200 μA for 20
Testing for Cutaneous Receptor-Mediated Endothelial Dysfunction Versus Endothelial-Independent Vasodilation: Acetylcholine and Sodium Nitroprusside Iontophoresis

To test whether receptor-mediated endothelial dysfunction occurs in low-flow POTS, we used acetylcholine (Penta International; 1%, dissolved in sterile water) with anodal current to a site on the calf chosen at random. After a baseline recording, we used 7 increasing iontophoretic stimuli of varying intensity and duration (20 μA for 3 seconds [0.06 mC], 20 μA for 6 seconds [0.12 mC], 20 μA for 28 seconds [0.56 mC], 40 μA for 28 seconds [1.12 mC], 200 μA for 28 seconds [5.6 mC], 400 μA for 28 seconds [11.2 mC], and 400 μA for 140 seconds [56 mC]), waiting 3 minutes between each new dose application to generate a dose-response curve for flow with acetylcholine.25 We compared this with the same escalating iontophoretic currents and times of sodium nitroprusside 2% (Nipride, Roche) administered to the contralateral calf to examine the endothelial-independent vasodilator.

Testing for Cutaneous Endothelial Dysfunction

To investigate flow-related endothelial function, we performed experiments using prolonged (>30 minutes) local heating to 43°C. We tested whether flow-related NOS-dependent vasodilation was intact. Heating was performed at 2 separate similar sites on both legs. One site received saline iontophoresed at the cathode, at 100 μA for 20 minutes. This site also served as the saline cathode “blank.” The other site received Nω-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) 2% delivered by the cathode, at 100 μA for 20 minutes. Thereafter, both sites were gradually heated (1°C/10 s) to a maximum of 43°C.

A rationale for this testing is required. Local heating of nonglabrous skin such as the forearm or calf evokes vasodilation that is mediated by both local neurogenic reflexes and locally released substances.26–29 Local heating produces an initial dilator response that peaks in a few minutes, followed by a brief nadir and then a secondary dilation to a sustained plateau (Figure 1). Generally, increased rather than decreased NO blunts sympathetic activity. The thermal hyperemic response is highly repeatable.

Kellogg, Johnson, and colleagues29,30 first showed and Minson et al corroborated28,31 that the dilator response to local heating is related to NO, which plays a major role in the sustained vasodilation of prolonged heating (ie, the secondary plateau). The first peak is blocked by local anesthetics28 and may be mediated by neurogenic inflammation (nociceptors), related to the release of calcitonin gene–related peptide and substance P.26–28 The plateau is highly attenuated by NOS inhibition with L-NAME. This has been found to reduce the initial peak by ~30% and the height of the plateau by ~60% and implicates NO in the thermal hyperemia response.28

Statistical Analysis

Data in the Table were compared by 1-way ANOVA comparing reference, low-flow POTS, and normal-flow POTS groups. We used 2-way ANOVA with repeated measures to compare iontophoretic dose responses to norepinephrine, acetylcholine, and sodium nitroprusside using polynomial contrasts. We also used 2-way ANOVA with repeated measures and simple contrasts for the response to heat followed by tyramine and for tests of cutaneous endothelial function in response to thermal hyperemia in the presence of saline or L-NAME. We used 1-way ANOVA to compare changes in LDF during the iontophoretic administration of bretylium and phentolamine. Results were calculated with the use of SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) software version 11.0. All text and Table results are reported as mean±SD. A maximum 9P<0.05 was required within comparisons to declare statistical significance.

Results

Patient Dimensions and Supine Data

Resting supine data are shown in the Table. Subjects were similar in size and in arm and leg blood pressure. Supine heart rate was increased (P=0.002) in low-flow POTS patients only. Basal LDF was significantly decreased (P=0.0001) in low-flow patients compared with normal-flow POTS patients or with reference subjects. Resting LDF data of the Table comprise an average of resting baseline flows obtained over all iontophoresis sites and all experiments yielding significant differences between low-flow POTS patients and reference subjects. Because LDF is measured in arbitrary units, investigators often choose to compute relative changes in cutaneous flow as a ratio of experimental to resting LDF. Because overall peripheral supine blood flow is reduced by definition in low-flow POTS, it is reasonable to assume that low LDF actually reflects reduced cutaneous blood flow. Normalization to this low initial value would therefore produce an artifactually increased relative LDF in our low-flow POTS patients simply because flow is low at rest. We therefore
chose to present data in plaque-forming units rather than in relative units.

Iontophoresis had no effect on systemic hemodynamics (heart rate, arm and leg blood pressure, plethysmographically measured blood flow) in any patient.

**Cutaneous Adrenergic Function**

Dose-response curves to norepinephrine after bretylium administration are shown in Figure 2. There was no significant difference among groups \(P=0.63\), and LDF decreased with increasing norepinephrine dose \(P=0.0052\).

Maximum LDF values with phenolamine and bretylium are shown in Figure 3. There were no significant differences among reference subjects or POTS patients \(P=0.79\) for bretylium, \(P=0.96\) for phenolamine for between-group differences).

Postheating flow and minimum tyramine LDF values are also shown in Figure 3. Tyramine significantly reduced LDF in all subjects \(P=0.0033\). There was blunted LDF response to preheating in low-flow POTS \(P=0.027\). This is similar to blunting during thermal hyperemia experiments (see below).

**Acetylcholine and Sodium Nitroprusside Iontophoresis**

Dose responses for acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside are depicted in Figure 4. There were no differences \(P=0.94\) for acetylcholine, \(P=0.79\) for sodium nitroprusside) noted among low-flow POTS, normal-flow POTS, or reference subjects for either acetylcholine or sodium nitroprusside.

**Cutaneous Hyperemia and Endothelial Dysfunction**

Cutaneous thermal hyperemia experiments were performed in reference subjects and POTS patients. Representative tracings for a low-flow POTS patient and for a reference subject are shown in Figure 5. Iontophoresis of saline or L-NAME did not produce significant nonspecific current effects in these experiments, nor was significant vasoconstriction produced by L-NAME during the period of unheated iontophoresis because skin is normally vasoconstricted under thermal neutral conditions. With heating, there was a similar initial peak at the saline site for both the reference and the low-flow POTS subject. However, there was a greatly attenuated secondary plateau in the low-flow POTS patient compared with the reference subject.

Administration of L-NAME blunted the plateau phase of thermal hyperemia in the reference subject and mildly reduced the initial peak. The low-flow POTS patient had mild reduction of the initial peak but no change in the plateau phase, which remained severely attenuated and was not substantially affected by L-NAME. Grouped data for all subjects are shown in Figure 6 and confirm these findings. Thermal hyperemia results for normal-flow POTS subjects were similar to those of reference subjects \(P=0.93\).

**Discussion**

Our main findings are decreased cutaneous blood flow in low-flow POTS subjects measured by LDF as well as among reference subjects or POTS patients. 

Figure 2. Dose response to norepinephrine iontophoresis after bretylium had been administered to the same site. There are no significant differences among POTS patients or reference subjects.

Figure 3. Response to additional \(\alpha\)-adrenergic agonists and antagonists. Left panel shows the maximal LDF with bretylium; middle, maximum LDF response to phenolamine; right, response to preheating (dark bars) followed by tyramine (lighter bars). The only significant difference is a decrease in the pretyramine heating response in low-flow POTS. \(^*P<0.05\) difference from baseline for each group.
decreased calf blood flow measured by standard venous occlusion strain gauge plethysmography. Cutaneous blood flow is decreased in approximate proportion to overall calf blood flow. In addition, we found that cutaneous adrenergic iontophoretic response is not different among reference, low-flow POTS, and normal-flow POTS subjects. We showed that receptor-mediated endothelial-dependent vasodilation is not different among reference, low-flow POTS, and normal-flow POTS subjects and that there are comparable changes in response to sodium nitroprusside given as an endothelial-independent vasodilator. Finally, we demonstrated that thermal hyperemia produced NOS-inhibitor–sensitive vasodilation in reference subjects, which was markedly attenuated in low-flow POTS but not in normal-flow POTS subjects. The data imply that NO...
release is already reduced in low-flow POTS subjects (compared with reference subjects) before L-NAME administration.

Present data suggest that previously demonstrated local blood flow dysregulation in low-flow POTS characterized by impaired venoarteriolar reflex, reduced myogenic response, and abbreviated reactive hyperemia may be explained by impaired bioavailable NO.

The venoarteriolar reflex comprises arterial vasoconstriction in response to venous hypertension. It is present in both skeletal muscle and skin, and may be important to orthostatic tolerance. Although dependent on local nerve integrity and independent of the central nervous system, the reflex was originally attributed to an α-adrenergic mechanism. However, recent experiments of Crandall et al. have demonstrated that adrenergic mechanisms are not involved under physiological conditions. Rather, nonadrenergic local processes, possibly implicating NO and the myogenic response, have been proposed. Impaired venoarteriolar reflex in low-flow POTS is therefore consistent with cutaneous adrenergic competence.

Similarly, prior abnormalities of the myogenic response in low-flow POTS implicate mechanisms dominated by the actions of NO. It is now clear that arteriolar myogenic tone can be affected by mechanisms that modify Ca²⁺-, dependent smooth muscle contraction, including NO, as demonstrated by Ungvari and Koller using local flow changes or NO donors to decrease myogenic tone. Koller and Bagi also showed an intimate relationship among myogenic response, reactive hyperemia, and NO-dependent vasodilation confirmed in vitro.

Receptor-Mediated Vasodilation

We used sodium nitroprusside as an endothelial-independent vasodilator. There was no difference among POTS groups or reference subjects, suggesting that smooth muscle vasodilator capability and cutaneous resistance vessel architecture in low-flow POTS are likely to be similar to those in reference subjects. We used acetylcholine as a receptor-mediated agonist for NO release and also found no difference among groups. This may not be altogether surprising. Although acetylcholine produces dilation in conduit vessels such as large coronary arteries and brachial artery by NO-dependent mechanisms, the microvascular response to acetylcholine is more complex. Evidence suggests that the receptor-mediated response also involves prostaglandins and endothelium-dependent hyperpolarizing factor (EDHF), as well as NO; microvascular dilation in response to acetylcholine is not solely dependent on NO. Investigators have shown that compensatory EDHF-dependent mechanisms are suppressed while NO is present but may be sufficiently evoked in the absence of NO to leave acetylcholine-mediated vasodilation unchanged. Other work suggests that cutaneous acetylcholine-mediated vasodilation may be relatively independent of NO or prostaglandins in humans.

Local Heating- and Flow-Mediated Dilation

Investigations of heat-induced NO release have shown that NO release may be evoked in the skin in a relatively minor way during passive whole-body heating. However, the NO response to local heating is far less equivocal. Unlike whole-body heating, the majority of the dilation evoked by local heating is NO dependent and seems to be directly related to the magnitude of increase in blood flow during the plateau phase of the local heating response. Our data therefore strongly suggest a defect in NO-mediated vasodilation in the low-flow POTS subset. We further tested this hypothesis by showing that thermal hyperemia can distinguish among populations of renal failure patients with and without endothelial cell dysfunction.

The present data indicate that localized heating, rather than acetylcholine stimulation, may be the most accurate means to assess NO-dependent flow-mediated vasodilation in patient groups.

Limitations

We only studied skin. Although cutaneous circulation is unique in its autonomic control, evidence from our recent work indicates that flow regulation abnormalities in low-flow POTS occur throughout the circulatory system and that local flow abnormalities occur within the skin. There is a paucity of quantitative comparisons of local regulatory mechanisms in humans. However, it is clear that the myogenic response, venoarteriolar reflex, and reactive hyperemia occur in the skin and are abnormal in low-flow POTS patients.

We only studied leg cutaneous circulation. Our previous data indicate that flow abnormalities are widespread in low-flow POTS. However, whenever peripheral blood flows are compared, the most significant findings have always been demonstrated in the lower extremities. Pilot data investigating the forearm response showed findings qualitatively similar to leg responses but less marked. It may be that dependence and gravitational exposure are important to observed changes.

There was no direct assessment of skin sympathetic nerve traffic. This implies that the lack of adrenergic alterations only refers to receptor responsiveness and that no information is available concerning events that occur above the receptor level. Thus, nerve traffic may indeed be increased, as noted generally in POTS.

Reproducibility of adrenergic functional testing in the patients of the present study was not assessed. Unfortunately, the adrenergic testing has not been repeated in those individuals. However, whole-limb and cutaneous blood flow are fairly well replicated with \( r^2 = 0.78 \) during studies over a 2-week period.

Age limitations to generalizability may exist. However, cardiovascular structure and function are essentially mature by puberty, and therefore results can be regarded as at least similar to those in older age groups. Adolescents often have the advantage of absence of confounding illness such as heart disease, renal disease, hypertension, and diabetes.
LDF measurements are somewhat arbitrary. LDF does not assess absolute blood flow but rather measurements of perfusion units (plaque-forming units) which include contributions related to factors such as age, skin density, gender, skin color, and temperature. However, all subjects were of similar age, gender, and skin color. Moreover, expression of data in normalized units, often obtained by dividing the stimulated LDF signal by the baseline signal, seems clearly incorrect when baseline flow is truly reduced, as in low-flow POTS. Therefore, we chose to express results in plaque-forming units. The relative consistency of results supports this choice.

Evidence for nonspecific current effects or current-induced hyperemia during iontophoresis has been well known since at least 1995.47 This is particularly problematic for iontophoresis at a cathode48 and is dependent on the magnitude of the current and on subject age. Thus, we strove wherever possible to limit the amount of current and to use anodal agents wherever possible. These “artifactual” currents probably represent real flow changes induced via neurogenic inflammation or a similar mechanism. In practice, they did not appreciably affect our results.
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